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E-Mail #1
Subj: [NEW] Male porn star Aaron Wilcoxxx reveals his personal stamina secret
This NEVER happens.
A RECOGNIZED porn star – who’s been in over 200 adult movies – has decided to reveal his personal secret to getting rock hard, staying rock hard and lasting for hours in bed… all while giving women CRAZY intense orgasms.
Oh, and he doesn’t use any drugs or pills.
Watch him reveal everything here…
Adult movie star reveals industry secret to boosting stamina

His name is Aaron Wilcoxxx.
He’s had sex with many hundreds of women, including some of the biggest names in the adult movie industry – think Lisa Ann, Kayden Kross – to just name two.
He’s worked with some of the biggest labels in the industry - like Wicked Pictures, Hustler Video and Penthouse.
But most importantly he’s got a reputation as a guy who can be relied on to get hard, stay hard and last for hours before CHOOSING when to orgasm.
It doesn’t matter how gorgeous the women are, how intimidating the situation is, whether he’s feeling “tired” or “had a rough day” or whether the women decide to grind and ride him like crazy – he can get and stay rock hard on command and last as long as it takes.
Now here’s what’s really interesting.
Most guys assume that someone like this is just genetically gifted.
...And that he's born with the right genes meaning he has no problems getting hard and easily last long in bed.
Well it turns out that this isn’t the case.
Aaron uses a very specific method to achieve his hard-ons and to delay his orgasms when necessary.
And what’s even more interesting is that ANY man can copy his method and experience similar gains in stamina and sexual performance.
In fact, Aaron has already shared his secret with a few men and the results have been incredible.
Young guys in their 20s and 30s have been using it to end P.E., last longer and give their women many intense orgasms.
And men in 40s, 50s, 60s and older have been using it to tackle E.D., end a dependency on the blue pill, get back natural raging hard-ons and even help save struggling marriages.
Here’s the bottom line.
If you want to boost your stamina – whether that means getting firmer hard-ons, staying hard for longer or delaying your orgasms so you can give your woman multiple orgasms before you climax yourself – Aaron, a recognized adult movie star - will show you how it’s done.
Go here to get Aaron’s breakdown of how he does it…
Aaron Wilcoxxx reveals his techniques for boosting stamina
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS - This is a very rare and unique opportunity to learn how to boost your stamina directly from a real-life EXPERIENCED porn star.
I haven’t seen anything like this before.
Take a look at Aaron’s technique here…
How adult movie stars get hard and last long in bed (without drugs)
 
E-Mail #2
Subj: What porn stars EAT to boost their stamina
Not many people know this, but many porn stars eat a selection of special foods and plant extracts to help boost their stamina and give them firmer hard-ons.
Watch this video to discover what porn stars are eating to achieve their incredible sexual performance…
[VIDEO] Porn star reveals what foods he eats for boosting stamina

By the way – it’s NOT drugs, prescription pills or the infamous blue pill.
These all come with dangerous side-effects.
Many porn stars instead use NATURAL foods and extracts to make these incredible gains in the bedroom.
And what’s really exciting is that ANY MAN can start taking eating these foods and extracts too.
Yes, even if you’re over 70 this can produce results for you.
No matter what your age, men using this have found HUGE gains in both stamina and their ability to get rock hard.
But for a long time these were INDUSTRY SECRETS.
Porn stars have never publically spoken about what they’re eating until now.
Aaron Wilcoxxx, a male porn star who’s appeared in over 200 adult movies and had sex with hundreds of gorgeous women, has finally decided to break the silence and share what it is that porn stars are eating to get their edge in bed.
He’s created a video in which he shares these secrets.
But it’s unlikely this video will be online for long.
So if you want discover how to boost your stamina, tackle E.D. and last much longer in bed, go watch the video now…
Aaron Wilcoxxx shares the foods that boost his stamina
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS – This is a rare opportunity to learn direct from a sought after and experienced male porn star.
Discover exactly what HE does to get and stay rock hard, last for hours and drive women WILD in bed here…
Aaron’s SECRET to extraordinary sexual performance

E-Mail #3
Subj: [VIDEO] Male porn star shares tricks to get hard and last long without drugs
Aaron Wilcoxxx has featured in over 200 adult movies, he’s had sex with many hundreds of women, including some of the biggest names in the adult movie industry – think Lisa Ann, Kayden Kross – to just name two.
And now he’s revealing the tricks he personally uses to get rock hard and last for hours (without using any drugs).
Find out what he’s doing in this video…
[VIDEO] Aaron Wilcoxxx’s personal secret to achieving world-class stamina

The biggest myth going around is that “male porn stars are just genetically gifted”.
People think that the reason they can get hard, stay hard and last for hours while facing highly intimidating situations is because they’re lucky.
People think porn stars are born with innate abilities, and “regular people” can never achieve similar results.
This is TOTAL B.S.
What’s amazing about watching Aaron’s video is that you’ll discover he’s using VERY SPECIFIC TRICKS to help boost his stamina.
It’s not just luck or good genetics.
He uses a FORMULA to make his stamina happen.
It’s not an accident he can get rock hard on command – or choose to climax on command.
He’s performing very intentional actions to do it.
And what’s great is that ANY MAN CAN COPY THESE TRICKS.
That’s the real secret.
Not that male porn stars are “genetic freaks” with super-human stamina.
They’re just using certain tricks that help them get hard and last long.
Now, for a long time these tricks were kept as secrets within the adult movie industry.
No one ever spoke about them.
Well all that has changed.
Aaron has decided to share what he’s discovered from being in the adult movie business for over a DECADE.
And he’s created a video where he walks through all the tricks he uses to achieve the performance that makes it EASY for him to satisfy women in bed.
So if you’re curious about wanting to know his secret (so you can copy it and use it yourself), go watch this video…
Aaron explains tricks to getting rock hard and lasting long (without drugs)
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS – These tricks work for men of ANY AGE.
Young guys in their 20s and 30s have been using it to end P.E., last longer and give their women many intense orgasms.
And men in 40s, 50s, 60s and older have been using it to tackle E.D., end a dependency on the blue pill, get back natural raging hard-ons and even help save struggling marriages.
Discover what the tricks are here…
Porn star tricks for world-class sexual performance (and driving women wild in bed)

E-Mail #4
Subj: Follow these 3 steps to boost your sexual stamina and get rock hard naturally
Forget about prescription drugs and the blue pill.
Forget about embarrassing trips to the doctor.
There’s a way to get UNBELIEVABLY FIRM hard-ons and last for HOURS in bed without the need for any drugs.
And it takes 3 simple steps.
Discover what those steps are here…
3 steps that’ll boost your sexual stamina and get your RAGING hard

Look.
It doesn’t matter how long you’ve been struggling with E.D.
It doesn’t matter how poor your hard-ons are.
It also doesn’t matter if you suffer from P.E. and struggle to control your orgasms.
YOU CAN CHANGE ALL THAT.
And I’m not talking about using dangerous drugs, expensive surgery, using weird creams, vacuum pumps or cock rings.
I’m talking about a 100% NATURAL method for gaining unbelievable control over your member.
Follow this method and you’ll be able to get rock hard ON YOUR COMMAND.
You’ll also be able to CHOOSE when you climax.
And of course, this will give you the ability to drive your woman WILD with pleasure.
So…
How do you do it?
It involves 3 simple steps…
And these 3 steps are explained in this free video presentation…
Follow these 3 steps and TRANSFORM your stamina
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS – This works for men of ALL ages and all physical conditions.
Young, old, fat, thin – this will DRAMATICALLY boost your stamina and give your unbelievably firm hard-ons.
Discover how to do it here…
What to do to get ROCK HARD and last for HOURS (without drugs)

E-Mail #5 (Short version of email 1)
Subj: [NEW] Male porn star Aaron Wilcoxxx reveals his personal stamina secret
This NEVER happens.
A RECOGNIZED porn star – who’s been in over 200 adult movies – has decided to reveal his personal secret to getting rock hard, staying rock hard and lasting for hours in bed… all while giving women CRAZY intense orgasms.
Oh, and he doesn’t use any drugs or pills.
Watch him reveal everything here…
Adult movie star reveals industry secret to boosting stamina

His name is Aaron Wilcoxxx.
He’s had sex with many hundreds of women, including some of the biggest names in the adult movie industry – think Lisa Ann, Kayden Kross – to just name two.
He’s worked with some of the biggest labels in the industry - like Wicked Pictures, Hustler Video and Penthouse.
But most importantly he’s got a reputation as a guy who can be relied on to get hard, stay hard and last for hours before CHOOSING when to orgasm.
Now here’s what’s really interesting.
Most guys assume that someone like this is just genetically gifted.
...And that he's born with the right genes meaning he has no problems getting hard and easily last long in bed.
Well it turns out that this isn’t the case.
Aaron uses a very specific method to achieve his hard-ons and to delay his orgasms when necessary.
And right now, for a limited time, he’s revealing his personal method in this brand new video.
Take a look here…
Aaron Wilcoxxx reveals his techniques for boosting stamina
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS - This is a very rare and unique opportunity to learn how to boost your stamina directly from a real-life EXPERIENCED porn star.
I haven’t seen anything like this before.
Take a look at Aaron’s technique here…
How adult movie stars get hard and last long in bed (without drugs)

E-Mail #6 (Short version of email 2)
Subj: What porn stars EAT to boost their stamina
Not many people know this, but many porn stars eat a selection of special foods and plant extracts to help boost their stamina and give them firmer hard-ons.
Watch this video to discover what porn stars are eating to achieve their incredible sexual performance…
[VIDEO] Porn star reveals what foods he eats for boosting stamina

By the way – it’s NOT drugs, prescription pills or the infamous blue pill.
These all come with dangerous side-effects.
Many porn stars instead use NATURAL foods and extracts to make these incredible gains in the bedroom.
And what’s really exciting is that ANY MAN can start taking eating these foods and extracts too.
Yes, whether you’re over 70 or in your 20’s this can produce results for you.
Want to know what these special foods are?
Go watch this video made by a real porn star…
Porn Star Aaron Wilcoxxx shares the foods that boost his stamina
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS – This is a rare opportunity to learn direct from a sought after and experienced male porn star.
Discover exactly what HE does to get and stay rock hard, last for hours and drive women WILD in bed here…
Aaron’s SECRET to extraordinary sexual performance
E-Mail #7 (modified version of e-mail 2 for article mailing)
Subj: What porn stars EAT to boost their stamina
Not many people know this, but many porn stars eat a selection of special foods and plant extracts to help boost their stamina and give them firmer hard-ons.
In this blog post, porn star Aaron Wilcoxxx reveals what he personally eats so he can get rock hard on demand and last for hours in bed… 
[BLOG POST] Porn star reveals what foods he eats for boosting stamina

By the way – it’s NOT drugs, prescription pills or the infamous blue pill.
These all come with dangerous side-effects.
Many porn stars instead use NATURAL foods and extracts to make these incredible gains in the bedroom.
And what’s really exciting is that ANY MAN can start taking eating these foods and extracts too.
Yes, even if you’re over 70 this can produce results for you.
No matter what your age, men using this have found HUGE gains in both stamina and their ability to get rock hard.
But for a long time these were INDUSTRY SECRETS.
Porn stars have never publically spoken about what they’re eating until now.
Aaron Wilcoxxx, a male porn star who’s appeared in over 200 adult movies and had sex with hundreds of gorgeous women, has finally decided to break the silence and share what it is that porn stars are eating to get their edge in bed.
He’s written a short blog post in which he shares these secrets.
If you want discover how to boost your stamina, tackle E.D. and last much longer in bed, go check it out now…
Aaron Wilcoxxx shares the foods that boost his stamina
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS – This is a rare opportunity to learn direct from a sought after and experienced male porn star.
Discover exactly what HE does to get and stay rock hard, last for hours and drive women WILD in bed here…
Aaron’s SECRET to extraordinary sexual performance
E-Mail #8 (Article Page Mailing)
Subj: [ARTICLE] The #1 “Diet Hack” Porn Stars Use To Trigger RAGING Hard-Ons And Boost Stamina
Adult movie star Aaron Wilcoxxx (star of over 200 adult movies) has just posted a new blog article where he shares his personal diet hacks for getting raging hard on demand and lasting for hours in bed.
Take a look here…
[ARTICLE] Porn star Aaron Wilcoxxx shares foods that get him rock hard on demand without drugs

In case you’re wondering – this is not about throwing out all your junk food and becoming a healthy eating freak.
This is about adding certain specific superfoods, enzymes and amino acids to your diet, that research shows, will help you to get firmer hard-ons and last longer.
Remember, this is what porn star Aaron Wilcoxxx personally uses to give him an edge in bed so he can deliver to women intense and body-shaking orgasms.
Check out the article here…
[ARTICLE] What to EAT to get raging hard-ons and last for hours
[YOUR SIGN OFF]
PS – Aaron also shares a few other “industry secrets” and tips for getting rock hard and boosting stamina without resorting to dangerous prescription drugs.
Here’s another link to the article…
The simple diet hack that’ll transform your hard-ons


